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il Fewer people enter these
as it's harder work. The
fewer people who enter,
the better your chances.
il Try to mention the
company brand name
within your entry.
ft Be as creative, clever
and funny as possible.
f, Poems and rhymes
can stand out.
E Enter as many times as
you can but keep each
answer different.
f Send in your entry early.
I Competitions aimed at
men get fewer entries so
your odds are better.
I Small, local competitions
attract far fewer people
than national draws.
t Take note of competitions
offering unusual prizes -
everyone wants a new car
but not necessarily an
adventure playground.
Remember, you can always
sell a prize you don't want.
il Some people have won
with very basic answers so
they are always worth a try.

I Patience and persistence
are the keys to winning.
I lf you're allowed to enter
more than once, do so.
I lf you require separate
receipis to enter, visit the
supermarket at a quiet time
to be sure you don't get
rushed and forget.
I Go for smaller, local
competitions where fewer
people enter.
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tg When writing your details
on the back of the envelope
for mail-in competitions,
use small print near the top
of the envelope rather than
the middle. People have
reported having their mail
delivered back to them,
*f When entering
competitions with a word
limit, ensure you don't go
over it. The promoter has
an obligation to stick to
their terms and conditions
and could disqualify you.
They also don't have time
to read a novel.
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Most states have laws
preventing this. lf you think
a competition has not been
run according to its terms
and conditions, you can
lodge a complaint online at
www.olgr.nsw.gov.au
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Andrew Lindner says he
has heard of this happening
but it's very rare. 
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It's true. Mary Keane, who

recently featured in Take 5,
makes a great living from
competitions, but most
people do it for fun.
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Companies don't always
ask for the proof, but why
take the chance? lf you get
drawn and don't have proof
of purchase, the promoter
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